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Sermon for March 1, 2017      Ash Wednesday 

Romans 12:1-2 

Transformation 

The Reverend Roger Pancost 

 

The other day I was having a conversation with our Director of Educational             
Ministries, Jennifer Ringgold, about the fact that when you are on staff at a church               
you are always making plans for the next season. This is also true of the work that                 
we do with various boards and committees. Take for example the season of Lent. It               
was last fall when the members of the Worship Committee and I began             
brainstorming about what theme we would use for this year’s Wednesday night            
Lenten Programs. 

Once the Worship Committee and I decide on the theme, I shared this             
information with our church’s Board of Fine Arts. Each year, the members of this              
board create adornments that reflect the Lenten theme. When I first told the             
members of the Board of Fine Arts that our Lenten Theme for 2017 was going to                
be “Transformation” we were stumped in terms of what adornments could be            
created that would reflect this theme. As our conversation continued, I shared that             
the Worship Committee and I would be inviting participants at our Wednesday            
night Lenten programs to engage in some hands-on art activities. One of these             
activities will be weaving. 

As the members of the Board of Fine Arts and I reflected more on the theme                
of transformation, it was decided to create a weaving for the sanctuary. The             
original idea was to have the weaving grow each week in Lent. This progression              
would represent the idea of “transformation.” Logistically that seemed like a           
difficult task to manage. We had visions of coming in each week and setting up               
ladders. Eventually, it was decided that the weaving would be completed before            
Lent began, and would be left in the sanctuary as an adornment for the entire               
season. If you look behind me you will see this weaving that was made by               
members of our Board of Fine Arts and our church’s resident weaver, Doug             
Webster. 

There was only question: “How does a completed weaving represent the           
concept of transformation?” The answer to that question came to us           
unexpectedly…or perhaps spiritually. As plans were being made to create this           
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weaving, the chairperson of the Board of Fine Arts, Karen Harner, was contacted             
by a friend who wished to find a home for five garbage bags full of felted wool. If                  
you are like me, you might not know what felted wool is. In this case the felt was                  
made from a process of taking sweaters and immersing them in hot water. The              
fibers come together and make felt. This felt was then cut into the strips that make                
up the weaving behind me. And so, sweaters were transformed into felt, and felt              
was transformed into a piece of art. 

As the members of the Board of Fine Arts continued to reflect on this              
process, they came to the realization that even more stages of transformation had             
taken place in the making of this art piece. It all begins with the wool that is                 
sheared from sheep. This wool is then carded and spun into yarn. The yarn is then                
knitted into sweaters. The sweaters are then felted. The felted pieces are cut into              
strips and woven. The Board of Fine Arts has created in the Information Hallway a               
wonderful display of this transformation. 

At this point you may be asking yourself, “What does any of this have to do                
with my Lenten Journey?” Lent is often thought of a time for contemplation as we               
reflect on our spiritual journey and our relationship with God. Sometimes, during            
our contemplation, we become aware of changes that we wish to make in our lives.               
When pursuing these changes we are participating in the act of transformation. The             
Apostle Paul spoke of such transformation, saying, “Do not be conformed to this             
world, but be transformed by the renewing of your minds, so that you may discern               
what is the will of God – what is good and acceptable and perfect.” 

Change can involve developing a new insight about faith. It might mean            
feeling called to move in a new direction. It may mean making amends with              
someone we are estranged from. It could involve exploring a new activity such as              
volunteering. Or, it might mean adopting a healthier lifestyle. The possibilities for            
personal transformation are endless. 

As a way of helping you to think about personal transformation I am giving              
each of you a piece of the felted wool that was used to make this beautiful                
weaving. I suggest that you place this piece of wool someplace that you will see it                
each day. Throughout the season of Lent take a moment to hold the felted wool in                
your hand and reflect on how it has gone through a process of transformation. As               
you do that, reflect on the transformation you would like to experience in your life.               
Share these thoughts with God and ask God to guide you in your transformation. 
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